Introduction
One-dimensional adaptive Fourier decomposition (abbreviated as 1-D AFD) has recently been proposed and proved to be among the most effective greedy algorithms [1, 2, 3] . AFD is originally developed for the contexts of the unit disc and the upper-half plane and now is formally called 1-D AFD, or Core-AFD. The reason for the last terminology is due to the fact that it becomes the constructive block of the lately developed variations of 1-D AFD, such as Unwinding AFD and Cyclic AFD, where the former is an algorithm for more effective frequency decompositions of signals [4] , and the latter is for finding solutions of n-best rational approximations of functions in the Hardy space [5, 6] . Most recently, the concept of AFD is generalized to approximations of linear combinations of the Szegö kernels and their derivatives. In the later studies, such approximations are not necessarily obtained through greedy-type algorithms, viz., the maximal selection principle [7, 8] . They can be obtained by any method, for instance, SVM in learning theory [9] , the regularizations in compressed sensing [10] , or the Tikhonov regularization, etc. In this article, we focus on a AFD algorithm of the greedy type using the maximal selection principle. The AFD type decompositions all have promising applications to system identification and signal analysis [11, 12] with proven effectiveness. Recently, 1-D AFD has been generalized in either the Clifford (Quaternionic) algebra [13, 14] , or the several complex variables settings [2] . In the sequel, when we use the notion AFD, we will specify the context for clearness.
However, since 1-D AFD involves maximal selections of the parameters in the Szegö kernels, it has great computational complexity. For instance, the algorithm in [15] is shown to be of the computational complexity
, where N is the discretization of the unit circle and M is the number of samples in the radius of the unit disc, on which the maximal value is selected. We note that the quantity M can not be reduced because it is independent on the discretization on the unit circle. On the one hand, it has the necessity to reduce the computational complexity in order to make AFD more practical in applications. On the other hand, it is, in fact, feasible to build in FFT into the AFD algorithm. In the present paper, we provide one such algorithm reducing the complexity to O(M N log 2 N ) from the original O(M N 2 ), where N is for the discretization of the unit circle and M is the number of samples in the radius of the unit disc. In Section 2, we briefly recall 1-D AFD and its discretization scheme. In Section 3 we introduce the proposed algorithm and analyse its computational complexity. In Section 4, we give numerical examples to compare the precisions, the selected parameters and the related errors between what we propose with the original 1-D AFD algorithm.
Preliminaries
Let L 2 be the Hilbert space of signals with finite energy on the closed interval [0, 2π], equipped with the inner product
where G, F : [0, 2π] → C, and a denotes the usual complex conjugate of a ∈ C [16] .
Hardy space on the unit disk D = {z ∈ C : |z| < 1} of the complex plane C.
is the Takenaka-Malmquist system or orthonormal rational function system, see Ref. e.g. [17, 18, 19, 20] , where
Finally we have
The above is called 1-D AFD or Core AFD. It can be shown that for f (z) ∈ H 2 (D), as z → e it in the nontangential manner there exists the non-tangential limits f (e it ) for almost all e it ∈ ∂D (cf. e.g. [17] ). The mapping between f (z) and its boundary limit function f (e it ) is an isometric isomorphism. Then f (e it ) could be processed by the approximation theory in
, where e a = √ 1−|a| 2 1−az , a ∈ D, z ∈ ∂D. The key step is to compute the following integral
3 Formulation, algorithm and complexity analysis
In this section we will derive our approximation procedure of (11) incorporating FFT. We denote G k as G for simplifying our notation.
Formulation
We first give a discrete numerical model of (11) . Suppose that the interval [0, 2π) is evenly divided into
We index a ∈ D in polar coordinate. For a fixed r (0 < r < 1), the circle of radius r is evenly divided by the
, which is the same segmentation step distance as (12) . That is
The relation (12) , therefore, can be rewritten by approximating a by a j on a fixed circle as
To further reduce (12), we define the notation for the right side of (13) as
where the coefficients
In fact, observing that function e
This allows us to get another form of (14) as follows:
G, e aj
To compute (17), we divide it into two steps. First, applying the FFT to all of c l , l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2 K − 1. In fact,
, starting with (16), we have
Let
The second step is to use FFT formulation and to derive the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. The right hand side of (14) is equal to the cases
where j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2 K−1 − 1 and c l , l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2 K−1 − 1, is given by (19) .
Proof. Observing from (14) , one gets
Hence, we get
Therefore, for 0 ≤ j < 2 K−1 − 1, we have
Remark 3.2. Since the computational complexity of directly computing (14) is O(N 2 ), it is unacceptable especially when N takes a large positive integer. Thus, what is the key point is to reduce the computational complexity of (14) from O(N 2 ) to O(N log 2 N ). We achieve this by constructively changing (14) into (15) with coefficients c l given by (16) , and then transferring (15) into (20) . This is because through the technical observation we can make full use of the fast Fourier transform algorithm (FFT) to compute (20) and coefficients c l given by (16) , whose computational complexity is O(N log 2 N ). These ideas are the starting of the following algorithm.
Algorithm
In this section, we propose our fast algorithm for the 1-D AFD, making use of the FFT mechanism. Parameters are expressed in polar coordinate. Radius is sampled evenly by M points as 0 < r 1 < r 2 < . . . < r s < . . . < r M −1 < r M < 1, where r s = s M +1 , s = 1, 2, . . . , M . Denote the grid mesh on the circle of radius r s is
This set is in particular involved in the FFT formulation of the subsection 3.1.
Algorithm description
Step 1. Compute G, e aj ˜, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
Applying (19), we compute all of r l s , c l , l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2 K − 1, s = 1, 2, . . . , M , and store them.
Next, starting from the recursive relation (20) with a fixed r s , we need to work backward K times to obtain the expression of the input data. Set the input of the recursive relation to be
Then the twiddle factor of (20) 
Because f is output in the order of l, the bit-reversal permutation of m is necessary. Similarly, we need to input f in the order of the bit-reversal permutation of l to obtain G, e aj ˜, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2 K − 1. We repeat the above procedure to obtain G, e aj f or all s = 1, 2, . . . , M .
Step
We compare all G, e aj ˜, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2 K −1, s = 1, 2, . . . , M , to find the maximum value and the corresponding parameter a s ,j = r s W 
Computational complexity
In this section we will analyse the computation complexity of the proposed algorithm in Section 3.2. Here let
In
Step 1, applying the argument of the classical FFT, the computational complexity of (19) is O (N log 2 N ) .
The computational complexity of the input signal f (l) = r l c l , l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 is O(N + N log 2 N ), which is also O (N log 2 N ). For s = 1, 2, . . . , M , the total computational complexity of G, e aj
Step 2, in order to find a point
G, e aj ˜ 2 , we compare the absolute value of all G, e aj ˜o btained from Step 1 one by one. As the length of the above absolute values is M N , the computational complexity to find the maximum is O(M N ).
Totally, the computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is O (M N log 2 N ) .
Remark 3.4. For a fixed r : 0 < r < 1, G, e aj ˜, |a j | = r, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2 K − 1, could be computed directly from (14) , the computational complexity is O(N 2 ), being considerably higher than that of (19) . 
Numerical experiments
In this section, we temporarily call the proposed algorithm FFT-AFD. We also call the direct computation of AFD without FFT mechanism as Direct-AFD. The efficiency of the proposed algorithm is analysed from two different aspects. The first one is to list the output of the proposed algorithm: the running times, the approximation results, the parameters a k and relative errors. The second one is to make a running time comparison when the original signal is discretized by a different length of samples. The comparisons are presented between the output of the proposed algorithm and the ones of the Direct-AFD algorithm in [15] .
We define the relative error by
where G is the original signal and S n is the summation of n terms, i.e.
In all of the following experiments, the radius of the unit disc r = 0, 0.1, 0.2, ...0.8 will be considered. The CPU of the utilized computer is the Intel G540 under the default setting of a single thread. All experiments are conducted in Matlab 2012b.
Basic experiments
All original functions are sampled by the 1024 points in this part.
Case 1. The original function is chosen as
The time consuming to run 10 steps is shown in Table 1 below. The experiments are repeated 6 times. The real part of approximation results is shown in Table 2 . The a k 's and the relative errors obtained from 1-D AFD with our proposed algorithm are shown in the following Tables 3 and 4 . Table   3 , the difference of the parameters a k and that of the relative error are limited in 0.0001. These data indicate that our proposed algorithm actually achieves the effects of 1-D AFD in less time.
Case 2. f 1 is a rational function being of good smoothness. Then f 2 is given as an example of the step functions as f 2 = sgn(sin t).
The running time, a k and the relative error are given in Tables 5 as follows. The approximation results is shown in Table 6 . The a k 's and the relative errors obtained from our proposed algorithm are shown in Tables 7 and 8 . 
The Influence of the length of samples
The proposed algorithm in Section 3 is of O (M N log 2 N ) computation complexity. Compared to Direct-AFD with the computational complexity O M N 2 , the running time should be obviously improved with an increased length of samples of the original function. Hereby, the original signal f 1 is sampled by 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048 points respectively. We observe the running times of the proposed algorithm approximating 10 steps with the sampled signals. The running time can be found in Table 9 . 
